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My Cup of Art

This little pop-up book by artist 
Katerina Karolik is about a seemingly 
ordinary object—the tea or coffee 
cup. Seen through an artist‘s eyes, 
however, everyday items can take 
on new and unexpected forms.

If you are curious about what a cup 
by Pablo Picasso, Vincent van Gogh, 
Piet Mondrian or Kazimir Malevich 
might look like, read on! You are sure 
to enjoy this playful and imaginative 
book about an item found on every 
kitchen table that still has the power 
to surprise. 
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Do you have a favorite cup? 
One you like so much that you would like to paint it?  
You might think that a cup is a very ordinary thing.

Great artists painted ordinary things too. In the book you 
have just opened, you will see several cups—and in each case 
you will be surprised. Showing ordinary things in new and 
unexpected ways is one of art‘s main purposes.

Why not put your favorite cup on the table in front of you, 
turn the page, and see that cup through great artists’ eyes? 



Vincent van Gogh 
Impressionism

Although Dutch painter Vincent van Gogh had immense 
talent and lived to paint, he didn’t sell a single picture 
in his lifetime and was troubled by self-doubt and 
depression. He once cut off part of his ear in a fit 
of rage. If his cup reminds you of a vase, that is no 
accident: he liked to paint flowers and did so often. 

sunflowers | dense, vibrant brushstrokes | starry sky | 
blue and yellow
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Egon Schiele
Expressionism 

The face of this Austrian painter, which r, which r radiates 
self-confidence but also fragility and vulnerability, y, y
is immortalized in this self-portrait. Everything 
here is linked: one shoulder slightly ked: one shoulder slightly k raised while 
the other is dropped; the head turned to one side, 
the gaze to the other; the thin stems of the 
Chinese lantern plant with its shiny berries. 

expression | emotion | line | figure
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3D pop-up objects



Kazimir Malevič 
Abstract painting

Just a black square on a white background? 
This Russian-Polish artist explored possibilities 
for the depiction of objects to the very limits. 
He ended up with a square, the simplest of 
all shapes, in which anything can be imagined. 

form | colour | emancipation | spiritual dimension
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Edward Hopper 
Realism

Solitary people in empty streets or cafés, 
together in silence, quietly drinking cups 
of coffee. American painter, printmaker, 
and illustrator Edward Hopper was a keen 
observer of his surroundings. He liked to 
paint realistic, dramatic scenes inspired 
by the city in which he lived. 

city | melancholy | dramatic light
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Solitary people in empty streets or cafés, 
sitting together in silence, quietly drinking  
cups of coffee. American painter, printmaker, 
and illustrator Edward Hopper was a keen 
observer of his surroundings. He liked to 
paint realistic, dramatic scenes inspired 
by the city in which he lived—New York. 
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So, what would 
your cup 
look like? 

Insert a drawing of your 
own cup of art here.
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